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Drifted 2018-05-18
as the snow melts a disturbing truth emerges colorado mountain detective david wolf is back in the latest page turning mystery that will leave your heart pounding
and lungs pumping for air a rocky points businessman goes missing leaving behind an suv drifted over in snow and a lot of questions for the sluice byron county sd
but the answers are hard to come by and chief detective david wolf s personal problems aren t making investigating any easier for him and his team as the
temperatures rise in the chautauqua valley the most important clue emerges from the melting drifts at the same time wolf s memories surface from the shadowy
depths of his mind and back into his life even for a man with wolf s history dealing with the case and facing his demons head on proves too much and wolf is brought
to his knees both physically and mentally will the valley s best cop rise again purified by fire or will his ashes drift away on the high winds of the rockies leaving behind
a justice unpaid if you like c j box s joe pickett james patterson lee child s jack reacher michael connelly s harry bosch craig johnson s longmire and david baldacci
then this david wolf mystery thriller is sure to keep you flipping pages until every single one is read other books in the david wolf series of mystery suspense action
thrillersdrifted is the latest of a twelve stand alone book series starring the lovable david wolf and his colorful cast of sbcsd deputies the series has earned thousands
of five star reviews and has been among the most downloaded and read on kindle if you like gripping suspense mysteries with more turns than a colorado mountain
road action that will leave you breathless and characters you ll learn to love like family then the wolf series is for you readers are saying i recommend this series to all
who enjoy a fast paced thrill ride who done it there s never a dull moment in this colorado mountain town and how david gets himself in and out of harrowing
situations is something i can t wait to find out i feel like i have found new friends in these characters the stories are excellently told with plenty of twists to keep you
wanting more one of the best series i ve read suspenseful twists and turns really well written characters in this action drama suspense series of books well developed
plot smooth transitions and realistic storylines a rare and under appreciated writer easily on par with grisham and patterson

Red Hot Wolfie 2021-04-14
what big teeth you have a fairytale retelling of little red riding hood with a little bit of magick a whole lot of wolf and a howling good mystery i m the witchy version of
the caped crusader and i have the red cloak to prove it the garment is magick and comes in handy when anyone is in need of healing neither it nor my personal
magick however can treat the injured wolf i find on my doorstep while tending his wounds i discover he s the stuff of legends a shifter who also happens to be the new
town veterinarian i ve been anxious to meet his past however is as clouded as his memory as i teach him about his inner wolf and discover his deepest secrets our
sleepy town is rocked by murder all evidence points to a forest creature with sharp claws and big teeth the full moon is rising and it looks like it s up to me to make
sure no further harm is done can i uncover the culprit behind the killings or will i end up a snack for a hungry wolf

Shadow of the Wolf Tree 2020-04-01
grady service detective for michican upper peninsula s dnr is running hot and cold chasing an eco terrorist trained in the most advanced and explosive guerrilla tactics
and tackling an eighty year old cold case involving racism gold and murder

See You (A Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller—Book Three) 2022-05-17
on a notorious stretch of highway rife with serial killers victims are appearing across multiple state lines seemingly no link between them rylie pitted against territorial
police departments must tap her brilliant mind to crack the riddle and save the next victim before it s too late in see you a rylie wolf fbi suspense thriller book three
rylie is assigned a new string of seemingly unrelated murders but can make little headway with multiple state departments feuding over jurisdiction at the same time
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secrets from her past that she d rather keep buried are coming to light can rylie keep herself sane long enough to save the next victim or will the clock finally run out
for good a complex psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns and packed with heart pounding suspense the rylie wolf mystery series will make you fall in love
with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning pages late into the night it is a perfect addition for fans of robert dugoni rachel caine melinda leigh or
mary burton books 4 6 in the series want you take you and dare you are now also available

The Mystery Of Hollow Inn 2014
twelve year old samantha wolf and her best friend ally are excited to spend part of their summer break in the mountains of montana but unbeknownst to them hollow
inn is bathed in mystery and legend after arriving they soon discover that things are not going well for sam s aunt and uncle who own the inn there s vandalism
ghostly sightings and rumors of lost treasures determined to help sam and ally embark on a challenging journey to find the truth

Wolf at the Door 2021-08-19
the vicious death of a man at the teeth of a wild animal does not add up for bradecote and catchpoll all hallows eve 1144 the savaged body of durand wuduweard the
solitary and unpopular keeper of the king s forest of feckenham is discovered beside his hearth his corpse rendered barely identifiable by sharp teeth whispers of a
wolf on the prowl grow louder and sheriff william de beauchamp s men hugh bradecote serjeant catchpoll and young walkelin are tasked with cutting through the
clamour they must uncover who killed durand and why while beset by superstitious villagers raids upon manors and further grim deaths out of the shadows of the
forest where will the wolf s fangs strike next

Cold Lake 2014-12
the truth emerges one piece at a time when a fisherman reels in a plastic bag containing a severed human head from the depths of cold lake colorado sheriff david
wolf and his deputies scramble to the scene and quickly realize there are more surprises to be found below their grim discoveries reopen a cold case wolf s father
worked twenty two years ago and wolf must try to succeed where his father failed before him wolf has the advantage on his dad however because he has bodies lots
of them amid sweeping political changes that have his department and the entire county on edge wolf and his deputies come to the disturbing realization there is a
dangerous serial killer in their midst one who will stop at nothing to remain hidden can wolf and his deputies unveil the truth before someone pays the ultimate price
this fifth installment of the david wolf mystery thriller series is chock full of suspense mystery and action that will keep you glued to the pages through the final
sentence

Wolf’s Howl: A Maven & Reeve Mystery Book 2, The 2021-08-03
a secret mission a missing cook a hostile landscape a mystery to unravel maven and reeve find themselves at the far flung and gloomy glawn castle while sir garrick
secretly searches for supporters of the rebellion but when a cook goes missing and the airl s personal guard take more than a passing interest in the disappearance
danger looms and the potential for discovery grows can maven and reeve solve the mystery or will they be unmasked and sentenced with treason
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Signature 2016-08-07
chief detective david wolf is called to a crime scene next to the chautauqua river where a woman resident of rocky points has been murdered the killer has left a well
known signature not seen for years a severed ear with his community in danger there s no swaying to give up jurisdiction and special agent kristen luke sees the
value in using his skills convincing her superiors to add wolf to the killer task force now part of the team wolf learns there are more secrets the fbi isn t telling
everyone and the unanswered questions are more than anyone can deal with

Wolf 2018-09-25
wolf johannsen left the killing business years ago settled into the sleepy southern town of ft charles alabama the swedish national runs his international consulting
business remotely traveling to europe only as business dictates life is good in a serious relationship with allison parker a beautiful widow and mother of two wolf allows
himself to hope that a normal life can still be his but wolf has forgotten one important thing something he was warned about when he entered the covert life and
something he was reminded about when he left the agency no one ever really retires from wet work

But Not Forgotten 2018-11-04
embattled former detective clint wolf is the newly appointed police chief for mechant loup a small swampy town in southeast louisiana usually a quiet town the
tranquility of the place is shattered when a human arm is found in the jowls of an alligator once it s determined the arm belongs to a reputable business owner the
race is on to find the man and figure out what happened to him little does clint know that solving the case could unearth a plot so evil it would go down as the worst
event in louisiana history and he might not live to see it note originally published on december 6 2015 by amber quill press llc

In the Wolf's Lair 2018-09-12
an elderly badger and his eager feline assistant investigate a rabbit s murder hardcover whimsically illustrated edition of the first beastly crimes book an imaginative
mystery series geared toward middle grade readers

To the Bone 2015-08-09
chief detective david wolf s son has a new girlfriend and when she discovers her father a well known man in ancient fossils trade circles has been murdered she and
the rest of her shattered family turn to wolf to bring them justice with the help of a small town sheriff and a retired police dog named jet wolf follows the clues to a dig
site in northwest colorado where secrets have been entombed for eons and people are dying to keep them that way in a place where killing monsters are buried under
the earth it becomes clear there are still some roaming topside and in this suspense filled seventh installment of the david wolf series wolf must keep his wits or his
bones might be buried next
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But Not Foregone 2022-01-02
during his many years of working in law enforcement clint wolf has investigated more than his share of bizarre cases however he has never worked a case where a
dead man has come back to life until now while trying to help clint figure out how something like this could happen amy cooke stumbles upon an old newspaper article
that details an unsolved case from nineteen years earlier the details are sketchy but it seems that a woman went missing after an argument with her husband the
husband s story is fishy and the woman s family suspects foul play but there are no reports or evidence from back then to assist with the investigation so amy s left
trying to recreate the file from scratch there s a chance that neither case will be solved but one thing can be counted on clint and amy will die trying

Dark Mountain 2017-03-09
sometimes the past comes back to bite when a dead body is discovered stuffed inside a car trunk in the forest outside rocky points colorado chief detective david wolf
finds himself involved in a case that will rock the local community but as details emerge the tension rises higher when it s clear the driver s last client was tom
rachette wolf s loyal detective worse yet detective rachette is no longer answering his phone at the same time wolf gets a cryptic email that jars loose war memories
he d rather forget and it soon becomes clear he must face his past head on if he wants to save his friend from certain death meanwhile heather patterson wolf s
former detective who has since moved on from her days in the sluice byron county sd receives a cryptic message herself she s left the department to forget brutal
events that now have her cracking at the seams but ready or not she has no choice but to step back into the fire because the messages contain a lot of blood and
demand two things find david wolf and come now or he dies this harrowing tenth installment of the david wolf mystery thriller series will keep you guessing until the
very end join the adventure and watch wolf and his friends as they re pushed to their physical mental and emotional limits untangling clues from the past and present
so they might live to see another day dark mountain is the tenth novel of the popular david wolf mystery thriller series which has more than 1 500 five star reviews
and hundreds of thousands of readers and counting if you love page turning mystery suspense action humor a little romance and the scent of thin rocky mountain air
then the david wolf mystery thriller series is for you david wolf books can be enjoyed stand alone or in chronological order foreign deceit the silversmith alive and
killing deadly conditions cold lake smoked out to the bone dire signature dark mountain enjoy these top rated mystery thriller books free as part of your kindle
unlimited subscription you can read the ebooks on your amazon kindle fire on a computer via kindle cloud reader or on any smartphone or tablet with the free kindle
reading app

Peyote Wolf: A Fernando Lopez Santa Fe Mystery 2020-05-29
a string of protests by animal rights activists appear to have culminated in a double murder at a wolf lab which releases into the wild a rare animal a blue wolf to the
ojibwa a blue wolf means luck but if captured or killed armageddon grady service is in a race against time as an elusive poachers ring chooses its final target the blue
wolf for more on joseph heywood and the woods cop mysteries visit josephheywood com

Blue Wolf In Green Fire 2019-04-01
something evil is lurking beneath the waters of mechant loup and it s up to clint wolf to figure out what it is in broad daylight on a calm sunny day in august a young
college student suddenly disappears in le diable lake and never resurfaces despite a desperate search by her boyfriend she is not found while en route to the scene of
the disappearance clint wolf and officer melvin saltzman make a grim discovery that is seemingly unrelated to the initial report however as the community comes
together to search for the missing girl it becomes increasingly evident that something evil is operating beneath the dark waters and no one is safe from its clutches
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But Not For Fear 2020-12-22
in mechant loup louisiana a woman is dead and her son is missing clint wolf s first order of business is to figure out if the death was an accident or a homicide but
evidence is lacking and a motive is non existent a fingerprint recovered from the scene could provide some answers but finding the matching individual proves to be a
challenge when the missing son is finally found clint is left with more questions than answers will he put the pieces of this investigative puzzle together or will the case
remain unsolved only time will tell

But Not For Lust 2021-05-05
after a year of working as a tour guide in the swamps of louisiana and the day after a man s body is found in a canal former police chief clint wolf realizes he can t stay
away from law enforcement work forever ditching his paddle for a pistol he rejoins the mechant loup police department but this time as their chief investigator and he
works beside police chief susan wilson as they seek to solve the mystery in the canal while it isn t odd to find drowned bodies floating in the vast waterways of
louisiana from time to time it is unusual to find a body with six bullet holes in its back this first case back for clint won t be a walk in the park but a blue truck and a
single piece of paper might be the key to everything the only problem the truck has seemingly vanished into thin air and no one can find the piece of paper

But Not Forever 2018-12-03
when a man careens off the road into the frigid waters of the chautauqua river chief detective david wolf risks his own life to bring the man to shore news of wolf s
bravery travels fast through the burgeoning ski town of rocky points colorado and before long he s pulled into the political grinder where candidates are eager to
exploit wolf s character for their own gain injured as well in the process it seems his heroic deed was some cruel twist of fate that is until he meets lauren coulter a
nurse at the hospital and a new girl in town lauren is smart beautiful and just wolf s type the connection is there but just as they get started so does the killing and so
do the secrets start emerging from lauren s troubled past has fate steered wolf to the wrong woman or is someone more devious behind the wheel lives will depend
on how fast wolf can come up with the answer and living with failure will prove to be something much worse than death

Dire 2016-02-02
into each life some rain must fall a woman crashes her car near the scenic colorado ski resort town of rocky points and slips into a coma after suffering head trauma
the sluice byron county first responders discover she s stolen her vehicle from central washington and doctors find her body is riddled with wounds that have nothing
to do with the collision chief detective david wolf of rocky points is two days from getting married when he learns the crash victim s identity as special agent kristen
luke of the fbi wolf s colleague and former lover as questions mount about her inauspicious arrival luke wakes up and provides no answers because she can t
remember when the feds drop in to take special agent luke back home wolf can t shake the feeling more danger is at play than they re letting on in this action packed
new installment of the david wolf mystery thriller series wolf must choose between two loyalties risking his new life at home to travel to the pacific northwest among
biblical rains and ruthless gangs can wolf find the truth or will all he holds dear drown in deception
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Rain 2017-11-09
it s a warm september afternoon in the sleepy town of mechant loup a tornado has just ripped through town and detective clint wolf is searching for a missing school
teacher not only are details sketchy and witnesses nonexistent but a formidable category 4 hurricane is heading straight for the louisiana coast and it s threatening to
erase every scintilla of evidence that might lead to the missing woman even as the outer rain bands of the hurricane begin battering mechant loup clint makes a grisly
discovery in the dead of night and suddenly realizes he s dealing with a cold blooded killer but that revelation leaves him with more questions than answers when the
pieces of the investigative puzzle finally start falling into place clint will have to answer a question of his own did he finally meet a suspect he couldn t take down

But Not Formidable 2018-12-27
a notorious stretch of highway is rife with serial killers unsolved murders and missing persons cases the fbi knowing it must crack this bermuda triangle of death
assigns its most brilliant mind and flawed agent rylie wolf to dive headfirst into this road of danger rylie must tap her brilliant instincts to decode these cases and
enter the twisted mind of killers while battling demons from her own dark past in found you a rylie wolf fbi suspense thriller book one fbi agent rylie wolf isn t afraid to
speak her mind but when her headstrong tendencies land her in hot water she finds herself assigned to a new location a dangerous stretch of highway spanning
several states known for unsolved murders and missing persons cases rylie still haunted by a near miss with a murderer during her childhood knows this area all too
well it was one she hoped never to return to victims are found strung to mile markers along the highway an eerie trademark of a serial killer rylie and her new partner
must track down the killer but the pattern of murders is baffling with the fbi breathing down her neck time is running out and as the pressure ramps up rylie finds
herself in the middle of a cat and mouse game with a killer more deranged than she could have ever imagined can rylie stop the murderer before he kills again or will
she herself be the next victim a complex psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns and packed with heart pounding suspense the rylie wolf mystery series will
make you fall in love with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning pages late into the night it is a perfect addition for fans of robert dugoni rachel caine
melinda leigh or mary burton books 2 6 in the series caught you see you want you take you and dare you are now also available

Found You (A Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller—Book One) 2022-01-04
it s mardi gras in mechant loup and a dog complaint pulls clint wolf away from the town s yearly parade happy to be away from the bustling crowds noise and lights he
responds to the complaint and arrives just in time to stop a man from shooting a friendly german shepherd that posed no threat to anyone after addressing the man
heatedly he attempts to return the dog to its home but instead finds a seemingly empty house an abandoned detective car a set of keys on the ground and a single
drop of blood in the driveway it s unclear if anyone is home as nearly all of the townspeople are attending the parade and no one will answer his persistent knocking
but clint is determined to find the source of the blood finally his attention is drawn to the neighboring property where he locates an off duty officer bound and gagged
and barely clinging to life as though things weren t bad enough clint soon stumbles upon a ghastly murder scene that will shock even him to his core and it will inject
sheer terror into the hearts of the rest of the town s citizens the one person who might hold the key to the case is in a coma leaving clint to delve deep into the lives of
the victims in hopes of finding the killer or killers clint s biggest fear is not solving the case it s wondering what he might do once he comes face to face with the killer

But Not Forewarned 2019-12-10
太古の世界を少年とオオカミが駆けぬける
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オオカミ族の少年 2005-06
in a winter wonderland nancy takes a walk on the wild side nancy bess and george are staying at a rustic lodge in wyoming looking forward to fun winter sports like
skiing and dogsledding but their vacation plunges into mystery when rainbow the lodge s tame pet wolf suddenly disappears leaving her five newborn pups
motherless then nancy learns that the lodge owners are creating a wolf sanctuary on their land and not everybody is happy was stealing rainbow meant to be a
warning as nancy investigates her suspects include a hostile neighbor a young wolf expert and a handsome ranch hand and if she s not careful someone in the white
wilderness will snow her under for good

The Mystery of the Mother Wolf 2013-05-28
blood teeth pain and desire piper heart s life is torn apart with the murder of her sister dragged down by loss and hopelessness it takes piper s best friend nina
dragging piper from her bed and putting her on a plane to eastern norway to bring her out of her fugue ready to commune with her sister in nature piper settles in at a
campground but before she can begin the ritual she intends to use she finds herself under attack a pack of wolves descends and piper is helpless to stop them the
next thing she knows she is being thrust into the world of werewolves forced to find her mates and help catch a murderer piper notices an abundance of startling
similarities in the case they are pursuing and her own sister s murder is it a coincidence or could this case be connected to her sister s will piper successfully navigate
her new life solve the murders and discover the answers to the questions that never stop haunting her or will these mates of hers be as bad as the wolves that
attacked her don t miss out on this werewolf murder mystery series this novel contains violence death adult language and strong conduct there is a trigger warning
with talk of sexual assault urban fantasy novel 18

The Wolf Oath: A Reverse Harem Series 2021-06-08
muller s popular heroine san francisco sleuth sharon mccone faces her greatest challenge when her boyfriend disappears while delivering a 2 million ransom for a
kidnapped researcher each of muller s mysteries sells more than the previous and this 14th ties into her new july hardcover till the butchers cut him down

Wolf in the Shadows 2009-05-30
one dead one missing loyalty sucks wolf in getting out alive will be another matter the latest brand new thrill ride mystery in the 1 amazon bestselling david wolf
series one man is dead and another is missing down south near ridgway colorado when the local law enforcement reaches out to chief detective david wolf s
department his task is to check on former sheriff harold hal burton because a person of interest in the case has also gone missing burton s estranged nephew jesse
out of loyalty to his old boss wolf is sucked into the case and it soon becomes clear there is more going on than meets the eye and as for disturbing clues there are
plenty to meet the eye when they arrive in ridgway meanwhile change is in the air back in rocky points as palpable as the buzz before a lightning strike and it s
becoming clear that if wolf can survive the forces at play amid the jagged skies of the san juan mountains then more trouble awaits at home the acclaimed amazon
bestselling david wolf mystery thriller series continues in this new pulse pounding mystery thriller where things are not always what they seem if wolf wants to see
justice served and stay around to see another day he ll need to draw on all his wits but this time even that may not be enough if you like c j box s joe pickett james
patterson lee child s jack reacher michael connelly s harry bosch craig johnson s longmire and david baldacci then this david wolf mystery thriller is sure to keep you
flipping pages until the late hours of the night if you like chest tightening suspense plots with more turns than a colorado mountain road thrills that will leave you
sucking air and smart characters you ll love like family then the wolf series is for you readers are saying i recommend this series to all who enjoy a fast paced thrill
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ride who done it there s never a dull moment in this colorado mountain town and how david gets himself in and out of harrowing situations is something i can t wait to
find out i feel like i have found new friends in these characters the stories are excellently told with plenty of twists to keep you wanting more one of the best series i
ve read suspenseful twists and turns really well written characters in this action drama suspense series of books well developed plot smooth transitions and realistic
storylines a rare and under appreciated writer easily on par with grisham and patterson

Divided Sky 2019-05
sergeant david wolf has put his special forces days long behind him settling down as a cop in the small ski resort town of rocky points colorado he s a good cop who s
seen bad days before but none quite like this as if narrowly escaping an attempt on his life his addict ex wife being back in the picture and complications to his all but
certain appointment to sheriff weren t enough he s just received word that his traveling blogger brother has committed suicide in the alps of italy devastation and
resentment over his only sibling s selfish act quickly gives way to a nagging suspicion that he isn t getting the whole truth conviction of his brother s character is
enough to pull wolf from his pressing situation at home to the entirely foreign land of northern italy into a more dangerous and volatile turn of events than he could
have possibly imagined with the help of a beautiful young officer of the caribinieri wolf must piece together what happened on that last fateful night of his brother s
life without ruffling too many feathers or paying the ultimate price a gritty tale of international mystery foreign deceit is a cerebral visceral and emotional ride that will
keep you guessing until the final pages back cover

Foreign Deceit 2014-03-20
未解決事件の調査をして暇をつぶす老人グループ 木曜殺人クラブ 入居する施設の関係者が殺されたのをきっかけに 彼らは真相究明に乗り出すことに 英国で異例の速度で100万部突破のフーダニット 新人離れした完成度を誇るユーモラスな謎解きミステリ

木曜殺人クラブ 2021-09-02
on a stretch of highway in the pacific northwest known for the country s highest number of serial killers cold cases pile up across state lines stumping the local police
an elite fbi unit is formed with brilliant special agent rylie wolf at its head and this time rylie is summoned to a lonely stretch of highway where active and cold cases
converge has an old killer re surfaced or is this the work of someone new molly black has written a taut thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat i absolutely
loved this book and can t wait to read the next book in the series reader review for girl one murder a complex psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns and
packed with heart pounding suspense the rylie wolf mystery series will make you fall in love with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning pages late
into the night it is a perfect addition for fans of robert dugoni rachel caine melinda leigh or mary burton book 6 in the series dare you is now also available i binge read
this book it hooked me in and didn t stop till the last few pages i look forward to reading more reader review for found you i loved this book fast paced plot great
characters and interesting insights into investigating cold cases i can t wait to read the next book reader review for girl one murder very good book you will feel like
you are right there looking for the kidnapper i know i will be reading more in this series reader review for girl one murder this is a very well written book and holds
your interest from page 1 definitely looking forward to reading the next one in the series and hopefully others as well reader review for girl one murder wow i cannot
wait for the next in this series starts with a bang and just keeps going reader review for girl one murder well written book with a great plot one that will keep you up at
night a page turner reader review for girl one murder a great suspense that keeps you reading can t wait for the next in this series reader review for found you sooo
soo good there are a few unforeseen twists i binge read this like i binge watch netflix it just sucks you in reader review for found you
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Take You (A Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller—Book Five) 2022-10-04
no one knows why the district attorney is gunning for susan wilson but clint wolf is determined to find out even if it ll get him in trouble while he works to clear susan s
name his crusade is sidelined when a bar manager is murdered during an apparent armed robbery the method of operation is eerily similar to those used by the
ruthless gang who killed his family and clint might soon have to face down the demons from his past to solve the mystery will clint walk that fine line between good
and evil or will he abandon his principles to settle an old score whatever choice he makes one thing is certain it ll come at a hefty price

But Not Forsaken 2018-11-05
on the living room floor of a lonely farm house in chateau parish louisiana there rests the body of a young woman named allie the victim of a horrific attack a little
farther to the south detective clint wolf is leaving the mechant loup police department when he hears the screams of a terrified female jumping into action he
responds to the area and arrests the woman s husband for attacking her with a pipe almost immediately after clint wraps up the arrest and returns home police chief
susan wilson receives a welfare call from allie s mother saying she hadn t heard from allie in hours when clint responds to the welfare concern with mallory tuttle a
detective from the chateau parish sheriff s office they discover allie s body an investigation ensues and it isn t long before they make an arrest for murder however
when another woman is killed days later they delve deeper into allie s case and unearth some disturbing similarities a tip from a young boy and a trip to the northern
mountains of georgia might shed some light on the motive but locating the killer will be anything but easy or safe

But Not for Love 2019-01-12
見知らぬ男に殴り倒され 気を失ったジェイソン デッセン 目覚めると 彼の人生は一変していた ソニ ピクチャーズ映画化

ダーク・マター 2017-10-10
agent cooper dayton gets paired with his enemy werewolf oliver park in charlie adhara s big bad wolf series wolf at the door hunting for big bad wolves was never part
of agent cooper dayton s plan but a werewolf attack lands him in the carefully guarded bureau of special investigations a new case comes with a new partner ruggedly
sexy werewolf oliver park as they investigate a series of mysterious deaths every bone in cooper s body is suspicious of his new partner even when park proves
himself as competent as he is utterly captivating when more people vanish pressure to solve the case skyrockets and cooper s friction with park soon erupts into a
physical need that can t be contained or controlled but with a body count that s rising by the day werewolves and humans are in equal danger if cooper and park don t
catch the killer soon one or both of them could be the next to go the wolf at bay going home digs up bad memories so it s something bureau of special investigations
agent cooper dayton tries to avoid when he s guilted into a visit cooper brings along oliver park his hot new werewolf partner in the hopes the trip will help clarify their
status as a couple or not when park s keen shifter nose uncovers a body in the yard and cooper s father is the prime suspect they need to go rogue and solve the
mystery quietly or risk seeing cooper s dad put behind bars the case may be cold but park and cooper s relationship heats up as they work cooper knows one thing for
sure he s not ready to say goodbye though with the real killer inching ever closer he may not have a choice thrown to the wolves when agent cooper dayton agreed to
attend the funeral for oliver park s grandfather he didn t know what he was getting into turns out the deceased was the alpha of the most powerful werewolf pack on
the eastern seaboard and his death is highly suspicious regardless cooper is determined to love and support park the way park has been there for him but park left
him woefully unprepared for the wolf pack politics and etiquette there are plenty of pack members eager to open up about park and why cooper is wrong for him their
stories make cooper wonder if he s holding park back but there s no time to get into it as lethal tranquilizer darts start to fly cooper needs to solve the mystery of the
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alpha s death and fight for the man he loves all before someone else dies big bad wolf book 1 the wolf at the door book 2 the wolf at bay book 3 thrown to the wolves
book 4 wolf in sheep s clothing book 5 cry wolf monster hunt book 1 pack of lies book 2 den of thieves

Big Bad Wolf Collection 2020-06-08
the only thing worse than being stabbed in the back is being shot in the back and that s exactly what happens to local bar owner mitch taylor as clint wolf and susan
wilson investigate the list of suspects begins to grow and it includes the victim s estranged wife just when it appears clint is closing in on the killer things takes a
surprising turn and the entire complexion of the case is changed as though the twist in the case weren t enough clint finds an old photograph that turns his personal
life on its head and sets him on a dual quest for answers not only is he interrogating suspects but he also interrogates his mother and he begins to wonder what will
be more difficult discovering the secret to his past or solving mitch taylor s murder one thing is certain no one will be the same after this is over

But Not for Naught 2018-12-03
on a monday afternoon in july three mechant loup boys leave baseball practice on their bicycles and vanish the plan had been for cory ruben and allen to camp in the
woods east of town after baseball practice but when they don t return home the next morning their parents call the police and report them missing the worst part a
monster hurricane is rumbling toward the coast of louisiana and if the boys are caught out in the swamps during such a storm they ll surely perish in a desperate race
against time clint wolf and amy cooke along with the rest of the police department begin a multi pronged search for the boys a kidnapping pulls clint and amy away
from the search but when good and evil come together in an old camp house during the height of the storm they seem on the cusp of getting some answers however
will they survive the killer in front of them and the storm raging above them in order to do anything with that information

But Not Foregathered 2022-06-25
chief deputy claude renard first introduced in death in the blood moon returns in a gripping murder mystery set in the depths of winter in grand marais minnesota the
northern arts folk school is running its annual coffin making class titled bury yourself in your work but when one of the students is found dead in his unfinished coffin
chief deputy renard is tasked with investigating the crime the victim while relatively new to grand marais is established enough to have made some enemies as
renard digs into grant silverton s past he learns that the victim had a history of moving around or was it running renard is in a race against time to assemble the
pieces of the victim s past and find a killer before the case goes cold and in january in northern minnesota that can happen fast

Death In The Wolf Moon 2023-10-20
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